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Abstract 

A key component of the smart factories that industry 4.0 introduce is the MES (manufacturing execution 

system). The MES lies above the actual shop floor in the enterprise system hierarchy and is not in direct 

contact with the actual production, in the way PLC (programmable logic control) or SCADA (supervisory 

control and data acquisition) systems are. MES guide, initiate, respond to and reports on the production 

activities as well as distribute information to other company IT systems, bridging the gap between the 

control systems of the shop floor and the information systems on an enterprise level. MES is a class of 

information systems built to support shop floor processes and improve the integration to other departments 

of the enterprise by incorporating these systems into the overall IT-architecture. The main goal of an MES 

is to improve and optimize the production management functions and increase visibility into the 

manufacturing process. 

The role of the MES is defined by industry standards that identify what functionalities and dataflows an 

MES should include, and how it is intended to be integrated with other information systems. However, little 

research has been focused on adopting these standards in actual MES implementation projects. The MESA 

(manufacturing executions system association) is presenting a standardized definition of MES as well as 2 

models of the, according to the standard, 11 key MES functionalities. The ISA-95 (IEC/ISO 62264) 

standard identifies sub-systems of an MES and defines the boundaries between the ERP, MES and other 

automation and IT systems. Company parameters such as manufacturing environment, production model 

and plant type all affect the business needs and what MES functionalities are of priority. Hence, for an MES 

implementation project, a business-specific evaluation must be performed.  

Prior research in the area is presenting a high-level workflow and best-practices of an MES implementation 

project. By combining this workflow with the general software implementation standard ISO/IEC 12588 

(ISO/IEC 15288: System engineering – System lifecycle process), a methodology for performing the initial 

assessment of a company’s MES needs and business requirements is built. In the methodology models from 

MESA and ISA-95 are applied to ensure an industry-accepted terminology and process. The objective of 

the methodology is to provide a standardized way to make an initial assessment of a company’s MES needs 

and specify system requirements. The methodology is validated through a study performed at discrete 

manufacturing line.  

The overall needs and specific functional requirements are identified through the methodology and are 

presented according to a URS (user requirements specification) for an MES. The requirements are 

prioritizing according to MoSCoW analysis.  Additional validation of the methodology must be performed 

to further evaluate the suitability of using the methodology for initial assessments of businesses’ MES needs. 
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Sammanfattning 

En an nyckelkomponenterna för de smarta fabriker som industri 4.0 introducerar är MES (manufacturing 

execution system). Dessa system verkar för tillverkande företag ovanför produktions golvet i en klassisk 

hierarkisk företagsstruktur och är inte i direkt kontakt med produktionen, till skillnad från exempelvis PLC- 

(programmable logic control) eller SCADA- (supervisory control and data acquisition) system. Trots det 

guidar, initierar, svara på och rapporterar MES systemet kring produktionsaktiviteter samt distribuerar 

information till företagets övriga IT-system, vilket överbryggar luckan mellan produktionsgolvets 

kontrollsystem och övriga informationssystem på företagsnivå. Ett MES är en grupp av informationssystem 

byggda för att stötta processerna på produktionsgolvet och dess integration med övriga delar av företaget. 

Genom att koppla samman det till företagets totala IT-arkitektur. Det huvudsakligamålet med ett MES är 

att förbättra och optimera produktionsstyrnings funktioner samt öka insynen i tillverkningsprocesserna.   

Det existerar flertalet industristandarder som definierar vilken roll ett MES bör ha samt identifierar ess 

funktionaliteter samt relaterade data flöden och integrationer med övriga informations system. Å andra sidan 

är området kring hur dessa standarder bör tolkas och användas vid MES implementerings projekt. MESA 

(manufacturing execution system association) presenterar en standardiserad definition av vad MES är samt 

två modeller över de 11 huvud funktionaliteter som systemet enligt standarden bör innefatta. ISA-95 

(IEC/ISO 62264) standarden identifierar del-system av ett MES samt definierar avgränsningen mellan ett 

företags ERP (enterprise resource planning) system, MES system och övriga automations och 

informationssystem. Företags parametrar, som tillverknings system, produktions modell samt fabriks typ, 

påverkar alla systembehovet samt vilka funktionaliteter som är prioriterade hos ett MES. Därav krävs det 

att företags specifika utvärdering utförs vid en MES implementering. 

Tidigare forsning inom området presenterar ett överblicks aktivitetsflöde och bästa praxis när det kommer 

till MES implementeringsprojekt. Genom att kombinera dessa med den generella mjukvaruimplementerings 

standarden ISO/IEC 15288 (ISO/IEC 15288: System engineering – System lifecycle process), byggs en 

metodik för att utföra en initial bedömning av ett företags behov av ett MES system, där modellerna 

presenterade i MESA och ISA-95 är applicerade. Målet med metodiken är att före en standardiserad metod 

för att göre en initial bedömning av ett företags MES behov samt specificera systemkrav. Metodiken är 

validerad genom en studie på en produktionslina.  

Genom att följa metodiken kan ett företags generella behov samt specifika funktionalitets krav specificeras 

i korrelation med generella användar-kravställningar för MES. För att validera metodikens lämplighet i det 

aktuella avseendet att göra en initial bedömning av ett företags MES behov krävs ytterligare utvärderingar 

och validerings studier.  
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1 Introduction 
Implementing smart manufacturing methods will increase the complexity of the activities performed and 

communications regarding both the product and the assets of the factory itself (e.g. machines, sensors, 

systems). This will entail a big amount of process and product data to be stored and exchanged both within 

and between enterprises. A key component of the smart factories that industry 4.0 introduce is the 

manufacturing execution system (MES). An MES consists of the computer systems used to manage 

production and daily operations of a production facility. The MES lies above the actual shop floor in the 

enterprise system hierarchy and is not in direct contact with the actual production. However, the systems 

guide, initiate, respond to and report on the production activities as well as distribute information to the 

company´s other IT systems, bridging the gap between the control systems of the shop floor and the 

information systems on an enterprise level. The advantages that have been experienced by companies 

implementing MES are reduced cycle time, improved product quality and reduced cost. [1] [2] 

Challenges faced by an MES mainly result from the variance in the level of information detail and data 

processing required between enterprise functionalities [3]. As a result, the role of the MES is defined by 

several industry standards that identify what functionalities and data flow an MES should include, and how 

it should be integrated with other information systems, such as enterprise resource planning (ERP). 

Research has been made in order to identify how these standards can be applied in the MES implementation 

process. However, the research in the area is very limited and lacks a detailed description of the tasks 

included in the implementation process and how they should relate to the models identified by the industry 

standards. 

1.1 Problem 
With the accepted and adopted industry-standard of MES functionalities and integrations, the need for a 

standardized method for implementing an MES is desired. However, with the trend of mass customization, 

the traditional factory ceases to exist, leading to more unique plants with a large span of requirements and 

business needs. Different industries and manufacturing setups are facing different challenges and therefore 

different functional needs within manufacturing operations management.  Hence, a standard 

implementation process is not feasible for all MES implementation projects and the process of 

implementation will require a detailed evaluation of the enterprise before any system design and 

implementation can commence. Furthermore, the process of making this initial assessment should align 

with the Industry standard for defining the MES system functionalities used by MES vendors and 

developers to facilitate system integrations.  [4] 

For the companies evaluating MES vendors, it is crucial that their needs and requirements of the system are 

clearly defined. The lack of clear requirements is a common reason for canceled software implementation 

projects. However, it is vague for most manufacturers what information is needed by the vendors to enable 

this evaluation. There exists a need for a methodology to identify business-specific functional needs and 

requirements of an MES implementation including a standardized way of expressing those requirements, 

that align with the industry standards and the desires from MES vendors or developers. 

1.2 Research Questions 
The project will focus on answering the following research questions:  

• How can companies identify and evaluate MES functionality need in a standardized way?  

• Are the standard processes of general software implementation sufficient for an MES 

implementation project?  

1.3 Purpose 
The purpose of this study is to generate a general approach to making an initial assessment of an enterprise’s 

MES needs and requirements. The approach, with a basis in the MES industry standards and software 

implementation standards, will provide a methodology to efficiently define company needs in terms of the 
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scope of an MES system. In addition, the scope will be analyzed based on business needs and business 

problem areas to define the prioritized functionalities of the MES. The methodology will provide an 

approach to proceed with the assessment of a specific implementation project covering these prioritized 

functionalities. This will provide the information needed to in a final step generate a specification of the 

specific requirements of the implementation. 

The resulting requirements generated from the methodology can be used for evaluating MES vendors, to 

define the required outcomes from an MES implementation project and enable comparison between 

different vendors or internal developers.  By following the industry standards most vendors will be 

acquainted with the terms and models presented in the requirements, which will streamline the collaboration 

between the company and the vendor during the MES implementation project.  

Additionally, the methodology will be verified by applying it to a discrete manufacturing line with the 

objective of defining and prioritizing the company’s general MES functionality needs for a specific 

production area and specify the requirements for a chosen functionality of high priority. The mapped system 

scope and specification will serve as a first step in building a foundation for the company’s future MES 

development and/or supplier evaluation.  

1.4 Limitations 
The study will focus on the initial assessment of an MES implementation project and will not in detail 

investigate the additional processes in traditional software implementation projects, such as software design, 

deployment, and verification. The report will adopt exclusively the MES standards of MESA (manufacturing 

execution system association) and ISA (industry, system and automation society), other existing standards 

will not be considered when developing the methodology.  

Software commonly integrated with MES will be discussed in general terms with no detailed descriptions 

or vendor-specific functionality evaluation. The methodology will be general, and the case study will serve 

as an example of how the methodology can be adopted in a specific case. Hence, only selected MES 

functionalities will be applied and evaluated in detail. The case study is performed for a specific production 

line, and activities not directly related to the pre-determined functionalities will not be considered. The 

specific hardware required for implementing an MES will be excluded from this report, and non-functional 

requirements such as data storage requirements will not be evaluated.  

1.5 Method 
The industry standards defining an MES were evaluated and the IS-95 (ANSI/ISA-95 Enterprise control 

system integration) and MESA 11 standard were defined as the most established and accepted standards. 

These standards are in this project examined in detail to gain in-depth knowledge of the common 

understanding of what an MES is and how it should function. Prior research in the area is investigated to 

identify issues frequently faced in MES implementation projects. Research performed on MES 

implementations is presenting a proposed workflow of an MES implementation project which is used as a 

framework throughout the project. To limit the scope of the thesis the project focuses on the first part of 

the workflow which is the initial assessment.  

The software engineering standard ISO/IEC 15288 () is investigated to identify the processes performed 

for general software implementations to enable the build of a methodology for the initial steps in an MES 

implementation project. Models and terminology presented are adopted from the ISA-95 and MESA 11 

standards. Additional analysis methods applied in the methodology are well-established analysis methods 

commonly used in business evaluations  

To verify the methodology a study is performed at a discrete manufacturing assembly line. Company and 

line-specific information was collected through empirical studies. 

.  
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2 MES 
MES is a class of information systems built to support shop floor processes and their integration to the 

enterprise IT-system architecture. The main goal of an MES is to improve and optimize the production 

management function and increase visibility into the manufacturing process. When describing a 

manufacturer’s IT-architecture the enterprise is often divided into three layers, where MES is the middle 

layer between enterprise IT-systems and shop floor control systems, which is illustrated in figure 1 below 

[3]. The top-level often referred to as company management level includes central functions such as finance, 

human resources sales, and purchasing. These functions are often supported by an EPR (enterprise resource 

planning) system. The bottom layer is often referred to control or automation level and includes all 

functionalities related to direct production control, and is often supported by PLCs (programmable logic 

control), SCADA (supervisory control and data acquisition) or other control systems. The mid-layer, often 

referred to as the manufacturing operations management layer is supported by MES, and the systems gather, 

process and distribute data from both the software and hardware at the control level and the ERP on the 

company management level [5]. 

 

Figure 1: Illustration of traditional enterprise system hierarchy, inspired by ISA-95: Scheduling & Control Hierarchy 

Model 

From a study conducted on manufacturing companies by Aberdeen Group in 2006, shows that the key 

motivations and goals for integrating an MES is to generate a friction-free data flow from the shop floor to 

the ERP, gain enterprise-wide access to production data and improve product quality. [6] 

The role of an MES can vary depending on the manufacturing company as a result of the business model, 

manufacturing system setup or production model. However, the high-level functionalities of an MES often 

include production order scheduling, execution and monitoring, inventory and material management, tool 

and machine management, data acquisition, analytics and reporting, and quality management, tracing and 

genealogy. Today an MES often consists of multiple systems that are patched together, leading to complex 

and costly integrations for any new functionalities or software. This often arises from the urgency in system 

implementation, leading to the development of a tailored software solution that is only useful for a specific 

task [2] 
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MES, in general, has not been scientifically researched in the broad sense. Hence there is not yet a 

commonly agreed-upon definition of what an MES is. However, over recent years, standardization 

organizations within manufacturing have gathered definitions and specifications as an attempt to 

standardize different aspects of the MES domain. In the following chapter, the established standards 

from MESA (manufacturing executions system association) and ISA (industry, system and automation 

society) will be presented. 
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3 MESA 
MESA (Manufacturing execution system association) is an American industry association, that was 

established in 1992 by different software companies. Before MESA was founded, every software supplier 

had its own definition of MES. MESA gathered the major actors on the market and proposed a standardized 

definition of MES that today has worldwide acceptance.  

“MES delivers information that enables the optimization of production activities from order to launch to 

finished goods. Using current and accurate data MES guides, initiates, responds to and reports on plant 

activities as they occur. The resulting rapid response to changing conditions, coupled with a focus on 

reducing non-value-added activities, drives effective plant operations and processes. The MES improves the 

return on operational assets as well as on-time delivery, inventory turns, gross margin, and cash-flow 

performance. An MES provides mission-critical information about production activities across the 

enterprise and supply chain via bidirectional communications.” [7] 

3.1 MESA-11 Model 
The MESA-11 standard is function-focused and identifies 11 principal MES functionalities to meet the 

needs of various manufacturing environments, which are further described in the following paragraphs. 

These functions are according to MESA required for effective support of production management. [7] 

• Product tracking and genealogy: Monitoring the progress of units, batches and lots of 

output.   

• Resource allocation and status: Guiding the resources, people, machines, tools, material 

and documents required to perform a task. Answering questions such as: What should they 

do, what are they currently doing or have just done?  

• Performance analysis: Comparing the measured results with the goals and metrics set up 

by the corporation, customers or regulatory compliance.  

• Process management: Directing the flow of work in the plant-based on planned and actual 

production activities.   

• Data collection acquisition: Gathering, monitoring and organizing data about the 

processes, materials, and operations from people machines or controls.   

• Quality management: Recording, tracking and analyzing product and process 

characteristics against engineering ideal.   

• Labor management: Tracking and directing the use of personnel during a shift based on 

qualifications, work patterns, and business needs.   

• Dispatching production units: Giving the command to send materials or orders to certain 

parts of the plant to begin a process or step.   

• Detailed Scheduling: Sequencing and timing activities for optimized plant performance 

based on finite capacities of the resources.   

• Maintenance management: Managing maintenance activities and information.   

• Document control: Managing production documentation and revision control. 

 

3.2 C-MES Model 
In 2004 MESA switched focus from purely operational functions to a collaborative approach to MES and 

developed the C-MES model (collaborative manufacturing execution model). The model identifies how key 

operations that traditionally lie within the MES domain collaborate with other business functions, enabling 

a better MES integration with other systems or people in the organizations where implemented. The C-

MES model is illustrated in figure 2 where the functions within the shaded area represent core MES 

functions, and the functions edging the area represent other business functions commonly integrated with 

these core functions. [8] 
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Figure 2: C-MES model of core MES functions and commonly integrated business functions. [8] 
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4 ISA-95  
ISA (Instrumentation, system, and automation) presented ANSI/ISA-95 Enterprise control system 

integration (internationally known as IEC/ISO 62264 and commonly referred to as ISA-95). The main 

objective of the ISA -95 is to define and standardize the interfaces of enterprise activities and control 

activities [9]. The ISA-95 standard identifies sub-systems of an MES and defines the boundaries between 

the ERP, MES and other automation systems. Additionally, a clear delimitation of responsibilities and 

functionalities for separate business departments is presented. ISA-95 also provides a standardized 

terminology and consists of a set of concepts and models for integrations of production control systems 

with enterprise systems to improve communications. [4] 

ISA-95 consists of 5 parts that cover different standards related to the manufacturing control systems 

landscape. Part 1 standard provides models that are defining the system related enterprise hierarchy as well 

as the interface between the top levels of the hierarchy model, which are the manufacturing control 

functions and enterprise functions. Additionally, it is defining the scope of manufacturing operations and 

control functions. [9] Part 2 of the standard presents models that aim to standardize the interface and 

structure of the information flow between the enterprise and control systems by deep diving into standard 

attributes of the objects presented in part 1.  Part 3 focuses on models defining the activities and data flows 

of manufacturing operations that enable integration with the enterprise systems. [10] Part 4 specifies the 

data flow between the activity groups presented in part 3. Finally, part 5 of the standard specifies a 

standardized format of data messages transacting between the enterprise and the control systems. [11] 

With the aim of building a standardized framework and methodology for making an initial assessment and 

defining business needs and requirements of a manufacturing operations control system, some parts of the 

ISA-95 standard are redundant and contain unnecessary details. Hence, only specific models and 

terminology presented in part 1 & 3 that will be applied in the methodology are presented in the chapters 

below.  

4.1 Part 1: Terminology & Models 
The first part of the ISA 95 standard defines the standard terminology and object models used throughout 

the standard. Part 1 is divided into 3 types of models. Hierarchy models, data flow models and object models. 

These models define the interface between a business system and control systems of an enterprise. It 

clarified what activities should be owned by which system and how they should be integrated. [9] 

4.1.1 Scheduling and control hierarchy 
In similarity with MESA standard model, the ISA-95 defines the levels from the shop floor to top 

management, where the time frame in the top-level focuses on the span of years, months, and weeks. From 

level 3 and below the time span of information flow varies between hours to seconds or milliseconds for 

the actual production control. 

The ISA-95 standard presents a functional hierarchy model containing 3 layers. In ISA-95 the notations 

differ from the ones used in MESA. The domains enterprise domain and control domain is introduced and 

cover the 3 layers including the 5 levels of the functional hierarchy model. Level 4 of the hierarchy model is 

named business planning and logistics and is within the enterprise domain. Level 3 is named manufacturing 

operations and control and is together with levels 2,1 and 0 making up the control domain. [12] 
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Figure 3: Enterprise scheduling and control hierarchy model, including time horizon and domains, ISA-95: Scheduling 
& Control Hierarchy Model  

The ISA-95 standard mainly covers the activities of level 3 and level 4 and the interface between these. Level 

0,1 and 2 activities are not considered by part 1 of the ISA-95 standard. [9] The functional hierarchy model 

also presents the main activities of the 3rd level of the model, which are closely related to the 11 activities 

defined in the MESA standard. These activities and their functionalities are described in more detail in the 

following sections.  

4.1.1.1 Resource allocation and control 

Within the control domain, the functionality of managing resources is included. These are all resources 

directly related to control and manufacturing needed for the work to be started and through completion, 

such as machines, personnel, tools, documents, etc. Additionally, the control domain is also responsible for 

making sure the equipment is set-up for production as well as providing real-time status and past use of 

resources.  

4.1.1.2 Dispatching production  

The functionality of managing the production flow through dispatching production to specific personnel or 

equipment lies within the control domain and includes dispatching information such as jobs, orders, batches, 

etc. With this functionality, the WIP (work in progress) can be controlled by managing buffers and rework 

processes. 

4.1.1.3 Data collection and acquisition 

Within the control domain, the functionality of obtaining information from the production floor Is crucial. 

This functionality includes both operational data as well as data associated with a certain process or machine.  

4.1.1.4 Quality management 

The control domain is responsible for providing quality-related data collected from manufacturing, such as 

test results, to enable product quality assurance. Additionally, the data collected from manufacturing can be 

used for analysis to identify issues, recommend actions, correlating symptoms to determine a problem cause, 

etc. If often includes SPC (statistical process control) tracking, which is a statistical tool that reduces waste 

in the form of reworked and scrapped products. 
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4.1.1.5 Process management 

The functionality of monitoring production processes and provide operator support for corrections or in-

process improvements lies within the control domain. It may include alarm functions for ensuring awareness 

of process deviations that are outside the acceptable tolerance.  

4.1.1.6 Production planning and tracking 

The control domain contains the functionality of production planning and tracking, which includes keeping 

and providing production status. This may include for example resource allocation for a specific order, 

current production conditions and production exceptions such as rework. It also includes the functionality 

of recording production data related to a specific product, such as genealogy data, product path, etc.  

4.1.1.7 Performance analysis 

The data collected within the control domain enable the functionality of real-time reporting on 

manufacturing operations. The reports can contain PKI results, such as utilization, cycle time, WIP levels, 

OEE (overall equipment efficiency), etc.  

4.1.1.8 Operations & detailed scheduling 

To minimize production set-up time the control domain includes the functionality of sequencing orders in 

the production schedule based on for example priority or product type.  

4.1.1.9 Document control 

The document control functionality is controlling and maintaining records related to a specific production 

unit. The records may include drawings, SOPs (standard operating procedures), recipes, etc. The document 

control activities also include distributing the records, by for example providing an operator with the correct 

instructions. 

4.1.1.10 Labor management 

Within the control domain some of the labor-related functionalities lies, such as time reporting and training 

and certification tracking. This functionality often collaborates with the resource allocation function to 

optimize the allocation of personnel based on for example competence. 

4.1.1.11 Maintenance management 

The functionalities of maintenance management are partly contained in the control domain. Within the 

control domain, the functionality of ensuring equipment availability is included. This is based on the 

scheduling of periodic and preventive maintenance work, which may lie within the control domain. In the 

control domain, a history log is stored in the maintenance activities performed in the production.  

4.1.2 The Equipment Hierarchy Model 
This model is used to organize the physical assets of an enterprise. The highest level in the model is the 

enterprise, followed by the different sites owned by the company. The sites can be, for example, production 

plants or geographical locations. The site can contain one or several areas, the area can be distinguished in 

several ways, areas are commonly dedicated to a specific product category. The area itself can contain one 

or several work centers, these vary depending on the type of process. The standard terminology is processing 

cell for process manufacturing, production unit for continuous production, production line for discrete 

manufacturing and storage zone for storage and movement processes. The initial model did not include the 

work center storage unit, this was added in the third part of the standard at a later stage.  The work center 

can itself contain one or several work cells, where the terminology also depends on the type of 

manufacturing that is performed in the work center. In addition, the model clarifies the responsibility areas 

of level 3 and 4 from the functional hierarchy model. [9] 
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Figure 4: Enterprise resource model presented in ISA-95 standard. [10] 

 

Applying the equipment hierarchy model enables companies to breakdown the physical assets related to 

manufacturing. This enables the company to simplify the definition of a companywide nomenclature 

standard. Additionally, the model facilitates the process of defining functional requirements related to 

different levels in the hierarchy, such as functionalities that applies for an entire area or is only relevant for 

a specific work cell. Observe that the equipment hierarchy model presented in figure 4 is the extended 

version originally presented in part 3 of the ISA 95 standard. [10] 

4.1.3 Functional Enterprise Control Model 
ISA-95 does not prohibit system vendors to offer manufacturing operations and control systems that work 

outside the traditional functionality of the control domain. However, it is clear from the standards that there 

is a logical boundary between the functions. Meaning that the enterprise domain should be the owner of 

some functions and the control domain of other functions which is further illustrated by the thick dotted 

line in figure 5 below. [9] In this figure, the functions within the dotted line should according to ISA-95 be 

owned by level 3, while the functions outside this line are owned by level 4. Following this boundary for 

implementation enables enterprises to be more flexible. For example, for company expansion, a different 

MES system can be implemented and easily linked to the central ERP system as long as they both have an 

ISA-95 compliant interface, and cover the functionalities presented in the functional enterprise model.  It 

also allows companies to plug in specific components of their choice from a production system. [13] 
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Figure 5: Functional enterprise control model presented in ISA-95 standard. [9] 

The functional enterprise control model also defines the information flow between functionality groups, 

both within the manufacturing operations and control domain (level 3) and between the control and the 

enterprise domain (level 4). Data flows represented with a labeled arrow are representing information that 

is important for manufacturing control.  

The part 3 standard uses this model as a basis for defining the one general and 4 main activity models 

describing the activities within the manufacturing operations and control domain. [10]  These activity models 

and their corresponding information flows will be further described in chapter 4.2  

 

4.1.4 Categories of Information Exchange 
The information model defines the information that shall be exchanged between the business planning and 

logistics layer (level 4 in the functional hierarchy model) and the Manufacturing operations and control layer 

(level 3 in the functional hierarchy model). The information that, according to ISA-95, should be shared 

between these layers includes information defined as product definition, production capability, production 

schedule, and production performance, as seen in figure 6. Initially, the model only consisted of 3 categories 

and was in part 3 of the standard expanded to the 4 categories presented in figure 6. [10] The information 

that is exchanged should answer one or more of the following questions, “How to make a product?”, “What 

resources are available to make products?”, “What to make and what to use?”, and “What was made and 

used?”. [4] 
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Figure 6: Categories of information exchange model, presented in the ISA-96 standards 

 

The part 3 standard is further breaking down these information categories into each of the activity models 

presented. Hence, what information the categories include will be presented in chapter 4.2, where these 

activity models are described.  

 

4.2 Part 3: Activity Models of Manufacturing Operations Management 
The third part of the ISA-95 standard presents MOM activity models and data flow models for 

manufacturing information. The activities range between level 2 and 4 in the functional hierarchy model 

presented in part 1 of the standard and corresponds to activities related to level 3 functions. The terminology 

and models defined in part 3 can be applied to analyze and evaluate an enterprise’s manufacturing operations 

management (MOM) activities. Applying the ISA-95 part 3 models and terminology enables efficient 

implementation of enterprise systems and manufacturing operations systems as it facilitates their integration. 

[10]  

 

4.2.1 Manufacturing Operations Management Model  
Part 3 presents the manufacturing operations management model that is based on the functional enterprise 

control model from part 1, presented in chapter 7.1.3. In the manufacturing operations management model, 

the functional groups are subdivided into four categories: production operations management, quality 

operations management, maintenance operations management, and inventory operations management. The 

shaded circles in figure 7 visualize which functionalities are covered by which activity categories. For 

example, the production operations control activities are covering mainly production control functionalities, 

but also part of production scheduling and the communications between these groups.  
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Figure 7: Manufacturing operation management model, presented in the ISA-95 standards [10] 

 

In addition, ISA9-95 defines additional support activity groups, which are the following:  

 

• Management of security 

• Management of information 

• Management of configuration 

• Management of documents 

• Management of regulatory compliance 

• Management of incidents and deviations 

 [10] 

Part 3 of the standard also presents detailed descriptions of all activity groups and their corresponding 

activity models that will be presented in the following chapters. The activity groups and the activities within 

each group make up the base used to identify a company’s specific manufacturing operations management 

requirements. However, all activities are not applicable for all production environments and concepts. 

Hence, the scope of the manufacturing operations management can vary between companies and is 

dependent on business needs, manufacturing structure, industry, market, size of the implementation project, 

etc. [14] 

 

4.2.1.1 Production Operations Management 

The function group production control includes in short, all functions associated with the control of the 

manufacturing process. It includes everything from planning and control of actual execution activities such 
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as ensuring production standards is met by providing the up-to-date SOPs and BOMs, as well as producing 

actual performance and cost reports, based on production data acquired on the shop floor.  

The production control function group receive information in terms of schedules, definitions, requirements, 

objectives, and current inventory levels from both level 4 and another level 3 function groups. The 

production operations management activities generate, modify or pass forward the information. Based on 

actuals from the shop floor such as operational responses, equipment and process the data is sent back and 

further processed or passed forward. This information is then either sent back to the same functionality 

group that sent the request or sent forward to another functional group that requests the information. [10] 

  

 

Figure 8: Production operation management activity model, presented in the ISA-95 standards. [10] 

 

4.2.1.2 Maintenance Operations Management 

Maintenance operations management is defined as the activities that coordinate and track the functions that 

perform maintenance operations of equipment, tools or other assets. The main objective of maintenance 

operations management activities is to ensure equipment availability for manufacturing as well as schedule 

and initiate required maintenance. The activity group maintenance operations management supports 4 main 

categories of maintenance. (1) Providing maintenance responses to equipment, also known as corrective 

maintenance, which includes providing information on the corrective actions requested in the maintenance 

request. (2) Scheduling and performing maintenance on a periodic cycle, also known as preventive 

maintenance, which is often based on the equipment’s operating time or number of cycles. (3) providing 

condition-based maintenance derived from information obtained from or inferred about the equipment, 

also known as condition-based maintenance, which arises from critical values or conditions being reached. 

(4) Optimizing resource operating performance efficiencies, which includes minor changed in production 

or supporting equipment to minimize the wear of the equipment. 

The activities included in the categories of maintenance are illustrated in figure 9 below, which illustrates 

the main tasks and general information flow between the activities.  However, companies differ in how the 

tasks are performed and what role the different resources have. Hence, this is not specified in the model.  
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Figure 9. Maintenance operations management activity model, presented by the ISA-95 standards [10] 

 

4.2.1.3 Quality Operations Management 

Quality operations management is defined as the activities that directly relate to operations that ensure the 

quality of the final products. The scope of quality operations management can be divided into quality 

operations and quality test operations management, where the latter is the main focus of level 3 

manufacturing operations management. The quality operations focus on defining the standards for product 

and process evaluation and are mainly part of the level 4 activities. The result from these activities serves as 

the quality test definition input in the quality operations management activity model illustrated in figure 10 

below. Quality test operations management include coordinating and tracking functions that measure and 

report on quality. Which include raw material and product evaluation, classification and certification testing, 

validating test results against standards, collecting statistics on test results. [10] 

 

Figure 10: Quality operations management activity model, presented in the ISa-95 standards [10] 
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4.2.1.4 Inventory operations management 

Inventory operations management include activities such as managing and tracking inventory of material 

and products, managing material transfer between work centers, reporting on inventory and routing of raw 

material to and from storage. In addition, inventory operations management include additional tasks 

including supplier coordination, which is defined as level 4 activities. Figure 11 illustrated the level 3 activity 

model of inventory operations management 

 

 

Figure 11: Inventory operations management activity model, presented in the ISA-95 standards. [10] 
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5 Parameters Influencing MES Requirements 
 

5.1 Manufacturing Environments 
The traditional categories of manufacturing environments are process manufacturing, batch manufacturing, 

and discrete manufacturing. Dependent on the manufacturing environment both controls and KPIs (key 

performance index) vary. Hence, the way the production is managed looks different between the three 

categories. The manufacturing environments and their respective prioritized controls and KPIs are 

presented below.  

5.1.1 Process Manufacturing 
In process manufacturing the individual units produced are often hard to identify, e.g. batch produced liquid 

products. Other distinct characteristics with process manufacturing are that once an output is produced it 

is not possible to restore the input components or ingredients. [15] In process manufacturing, most of the 

aspects surrounding the processes from raw material to end-product affect the quality of end-product, e.g. 

the process environment such as temperature may affect the chemical reactions in a specific process. Hence, 

the key to the process control is to reach the optimum conditions. By successfully implement an MES 

system the batches produced can be backtracked through production to specific conditions and inputs to 

enable the company to identify what variations caused a higher or lower product performance. In addition, 

it can result in fulfilling other key objectives of process manufacturing such as saving raw materials, reducing 

energy consumption, enhancing equipment lifetime and maximizing best-quality product yield. [16]  

5.1.2 Batch Manufacturing 
Batch manufacturing is often performed in a job shop production set-up. In a job-shop production set up 

the processes that are classified within the same category are grouped together into a specific area in the 

facility. For example, all cutting equipment are located in the same area, where all cutting operations are 

performed. This manufacturing environment is common for machined component suppliers. Within a job 

shop environment key controls that enable an efficient manufacturing process are a control of material flow 

and resource allocation and production scheduling, to minimize the material movement and waiting time in 

the facility and maximize resource utilization. [17] 

5.1.3 Discrete Manufacturing 
Discrete manufacturing is defined as the manufacturing process of distinct individual products. This 

manufacturing environment is common for standardized products with a limited number of variations. The 

layout for discrete manufacturing environment is often production lines where the stations are in the 

sequence of which the operations are performed. This is common for product assembly lines, such as 

automotive assemblies.  In a discrete manufacturing line, a key objective is to have a leveled cycle time in 

between stations and keep the work in progress levels and throughput rate relatively constant. To enable 

these controls within production trackings such as product flow and equipment state, station utilization is 

central.  

 

5.2 Production Models 
It is defined in the ISA 95 part 3 standard that the information exchanged between the enterprise and control 

domain should fall under the categories production definition information, production capability 

information, production schedule information and production performance information. It is also defined 

by part 3 that the resources considered should fall under any of the resource categories personnel, 

equipment, material, and process segment. Depending on the production model the information itself, as 

well as the complexity and frequency of information exchange vary. [17] 

The manufacturer’s production model is further affecting the interaction between activities within the MOM 

layer which is further described in the chapter below. 
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5.2.1 Make to Stock 
The make to stock production model implies that the production is not related to any specific customer 

order in the time of the manufacturing. The finished good from the production is stored in finished good 

storage, wherefrom products are withdrawn based on incoming customer orders. Adopting the make to 

stock model is common where the volumes are high, and the products are highly standardized. [17] In 

comparison with other production models, make to stock is the least complex in nature, due to the limited 

needs for information exchange presented in table 1. [18] 

Table 1: Information exchange complexity and frequency between enterprise and control domain for the production 
orders Make to stock, Make to order, and Engineer to order [18] 

Production 
model 

Product 
definition 

Production 
capability 

Production 
schedule  

Production 
performance 

Complexity 
level  

Make to stock Planned before 
execution 

Planned before 
execution 

Large time 
span 

Reported less 
frequently 

Low 

Make to order Planned before 
execution 

Re-defined 
frequently 

Re-sequencing 
occur 

Often reported 
after 
production 
completion 

Medium 

Engineer to 
order 

Can change 
during 
execution 

Operations can 
be added and 
removed 
during 
execution 

Schedule 
change 
frequently 

Contain as-
designed and 
as-built data 

High 

 

5.2.2 Make to Order 
Make to order, exactly as it sound, implies that the manufacturer is starting the production of the requested 

products after the customer order is confirmed. This model I commonly used when it is hard (or in some 

cases impossible) to forecast customer demand, due to lack of historical data or a customized product. Using 

this model will reduce the company’s inventory levels, but on the other hand, increase the lead time. [17]  

In terms of information flow, it can be seen in table 1 that the production capability frequently is re-defined. 

This depends on both new orders coming in and change of priorities, which also affect the production 

schedule. [18] 

5.2.3 Engineer to Order 
In the engineer-to-order production process, the product is designed, engineered and finished after the 

customer order is received, giving the customer the possibility to customize their product. The customer is 

active during the entire process giving input to each step of the development and manufacturing of the 

product. This production model is commonly used for very complex products, for example within the 

aerospace industry.   

From table 1 it is shown that the complexity of the information flow is very high, due to the constant 

changes in product and process definition. In engineer-to-order manufacturing, the performance is 

commonly presented by an as-designed and as-built datasheet to be able to in detail verify the product. [18] 

5.3 Plant Type 
A study performed at St. Gallen University were comparisons of the MES functionalities required between 

component production plants and assembly plants. The study shows, though stated that it is not a generic 

finding, that component production plants have a tendency of having a wider MES layer of functionalities 

compared to assembly plants, which is illustrated in figure 13 below. However, it is also stated in the study 

that the model is not generic for all companies. [5] 
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Figure 12: Difference in MES functionality assignments between component production plants and assembly 
production plants. [5] 
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6 MES Implementation 
In this chapter, a proposed methodology of an MES implementation is presented. Most processes within 

the implementation can be outsourced to external vendors. However, some processes must be performed 

in-house and will be further evaluated. In addition, the 15288 standards (ISO, IEC & IEEE 15288– Systems 

and software engineering: System lifecycle processes), which is a general software implementation standard 

is described to evaluate how these processes can be standardized. To enable a vendor-provided MES 

solution the result from the initial assessment has to be presented in a standardized way. Hence user 

requirement specification for MES is briefly discussed. Finally, the MoSCoW method for prioritizing 

software requirements is presented.  

6.1 MES Implementation Methodology 
In a report from the IOP Conference Series: Materials Science and Engineering, a methodology for 

implementing an MES is presented which can be seen in figure 13 below. The methodology includes 5 high-

level stages; (1) Initial assessment, (2) Design, (3) Configure, build & test, (4) Deployment and (5) Operation. 

[1] 

Whether a company is building their own software or buy an MES solution from a vendor, the initial 

assessment is a vital part of the implementation project, required to define the business needs and specify 

the software requirements. [1] This process is performed mainly in-house, to build a ground for vendor 

evaluations. Pre-defined requirements will not only save time and cost; it will also, in the end, give the 

company a better suited MES system. [4] Additional processes in the presented methodology up until 

operation can be outsourced, with support from the company, to an MES vendor, which is illustrated in 

figure 13 below. In the presented methodology the initial assessment includes the analysis of system scope, 

manufacturing process, and MES requirements. However, the method of doing so is not sufficient to 

generate the information needed by an MES vendor. 
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Figure 13: (Top) Methodology for MES implementation project presented in IOP conference report [1], and (Bottom) 

illustration of activities that can be outsourced to an MES vendor. 

 

6.2 ISO/IEC 15288 Standard 
The ISO/IEC 15288 standard (ISO/IEC 15288: System engineering – System lifecycle process) for software 

implementation is a set to define a set of processes to facilitate the communication between actors in a 

system lifecycle (e.g. system acquirers or suppliers). The technical processes of the ISO/IEC 15288 standard 

are used to, among other purposes, define the requirements for a system and transform those requirements 

into an effective product. The technical process presented in the standard consists of 11 activities to ensure 

efficient and successful software implementation. [19]  

The technical processes in the standard are the following: 

a. Business or mission analysis process 

b. Stakeholder needs & requirements definition process 

c. System requirements definition process 

d. Architecture definition process 

e. Design definition process 

f. System analysis process 

g. Implementation process 

h. Integration process 

i. Verification process 
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j. Transition process 

k. Validation process 

l. Operation process 

m. Maintenance process 

n. Disposal process 

As this report is focused on the initial stages of a software implementation project the activities performed 

up until the business-specific requirements are defined will be further described in the following chapters. 

6.2.1 Business or Mission Analysis Process 
The purpose of the business mission analysis process is to determine the business needs, opportunities or 

problems. Furthermore, suggested solutions that address these needs, problems or opportunities are 

presented. During the business or mission analysis process, the company will define the problem and 

opportunity space, characterize the solution space and alternative solutions, by analyzing all concepts related 

to the potential solutions (e.g. stakeholder groups that will interact with the software). [19]  

6.2.2 Stakeholder Needs & Requirements Definition Process 
The purpose of the stakeholder need & requirements process is to define the key capabilities needed by the 

stakeholders in a specified environment. The outcomes of this process are identified stakeholders and 

stakeholder needs, defined capability requirements that can be used as a basis for validation of the system. 

[19]  

6.2.3 System Requirements Definition Process 
The stakeholder requirements specified in the stakeholder needs and requirements definition are in the 

system requirements definition process translated from user-oriented needs to technical requirements of the 

system.  It will identify functional and non-functional requirements, system boundaries and interfaces based 

on the stakeholder needs. [19]  

 

6.3 URS for MES 
A URS (user requirements specification) defines the business needs of what a user needs from a system. 

The main purpose of a URS is to provide developers or vendors with as much detailed information possible 

about the enterprise and its needs as a system. However, it is vague what information the URS should 

contain for an MES. In a study performed to standardize this content the structure of a URS for an MES 

presented in table 2 is presented, where the categories are based on the ISA 95 standard. It is also highlighted 

that the functional requirements within these categories arise from the As-is and To-be analysis performed 

in the business and mission analysis process presented in the 15288 standards for software implementations.  
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Table 2: Example of a list of content for  a URS [5] 

  

 

6.4 MoSCoW Analysis 
The MoSCoW analysis method is a way to prioritize functional requirements in a software implementation. 

By using the MoSCoW analysis the scope of an implementation project method is divided into 4 categories; 

(1) Must have, are the requirements that are non-negotiable and a must for the implementation to be 

fulfilled, (2) Should have,  are the requirements that are needed and should be included in the 

implementation if possible, (3) Could have, are the requirements that if time and resources allow, would be 

nice to have in the implementation, and (4) Won’t have, are the requirements that are out of scope for the 

time being. The four categories make an implementation scope easier to digest for vendors and developers 

and enables a common understanding between stakeholders. [20] 
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7  Development of MES Initial Assessment Methodology 
By using the technical processes defined in the ISO/IEC 15288  standard, the initial assessment of an MES 

implementation will be built up by  2 main processes, (1) general assessment and (2) implementation 

assessment, containing the 3 first technical processes (business and mission analysis, stakeholder needs and 

requirements definition and system requirements definition). The end goal is to generate the information 

identified by URS for MES. In addition, a general MES scope definition processes are added, due to the 

importance of defining the entire system scope in order to make the initial vendor selection.  The processes 

will not be adopted in its full. However, the purpose is the same and main parts of the methods are based 

on the processes defined in the ISO/IEC 15288 standard.  To customize the processes to the objective of 

implementing an MES, the models provided by ISA 95 and MESA will serve as the foundation for the MES 

related assessment stages, if applicable. For general assessments and software specific analysis, well-

established methods presented in previous chapters will be applied. 

 

 

Figure 14:: Proposed MES initial assessment methodology overview with corresponding sub-activities. 

An overview of the methodology is presented in figure 14, where the models from the standards and the 

analysis performed are presented under the technical process it will be practiced within. The first step of the 

methodology is to analyze and analyze the relevant business aspect of an MES implementation, which 

includes overall business analysis, identifying the enterprise structure as well as the production system in 

question. Following this step, the general MES business requirements can be scoped out and prioritized, 

resulting in a specific MES scope for the implementation.  

The implementation project assessment is initiated by the technical process of stakeholder requirements 

definition, which includes the activities of defining the problem and solution space within the specific scope 
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by performing an as-is and to-be analysis and an analysis of the current IT-architecture.  This technical 

process will result in a clear view of the gap between current and future solution, which serves as a base for 

defining the requirements in the last step of the initial assessment.  

7.1 Step 1: General Business and Mission Analysis  
Through analyzing the company’s overall mission, the key business drivers can be identified. In addition, 

unique characteristics of the business model, the market on which the company is acting, and the 

manufacturing segments can be discovered, which may impact the overall priorities and requirements of an 

MES. Furthermore, the evaluation will provide the vendor or developer with valuable information on the 

manufacturing setup which is key to designing a feasible system. 

 

Figure 15: Sub-activities of step 1 in the proposed methodology, including adopted ISA 95 model. 

7.1.1 Business Analysis 
The business analysis process aims to identify key characteristics for the specific company that will affect 

their needs related to manufacturing operations management. In addition, the product and the market have 

to be considered to identify any specific aspects that may affect the functionalities of a future MES. This 

process will pinpoint the overall business needs to enable any scoping and prioritization of MES 

functionalities.   

7.1.2 Enterprise Structure Definition 
Applying the scheduling hierarchy model from ISA 95 part 1 standard will illustrate the overall hierarchy of 

the enterprise. In addition, the existing enterprise IT systems and production control systems can be placed 

within the hierarchy, to get an overview of where in the IT landscape the system will be placed. Furthermore, 

the equipment hierarchy model from ISA 95 part 1 will give an overview of the different sites, areas and 

production units, which in later stages will enable the functional requirements of the MES implementation 

to be correlated to the correct work center and even work unit. In this stage the company may also generate 

an FBS (factory breakdown structure), defined in ISA 88, for the factory, enabling a standardized 

nomenclature of the equipment within the enterprise. [21] 

 

7.1.3 Production System Definition 
As described in chapter 5 manufacturing concepts influence on MES, the manufacturing environment and 

production model affects the overall needs of an MES. In addition, the recommended URS structure often 

includes this information. Hence, the manufacturing set-up in question needs to be presented in order to 

define the MES scope and for the potential vendor to evaluate their system feasibility level.  
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7.2 Step 2: Stakeholder Requirement Definition 
Within the second part of the methodology, the key objective does define the general needs of the system 

based on the general needs defined in the business and mission analysis process in combination with the 

needs of the key stakeholders interacting with the system. This part will include the process of identifying 

the overall long-term scope according to the 11 categories of MES functionalities defined by the MESA 

standard. 

 

Figure 16: Sub-activities of step 2 in the proposed methodology, including adopted MESA model and analysis methods. 

7.2.1 General MES Requirements Definition 
Based on the MESA standard the scope of a MOM system can be defined in a straightforward and 

standardized way. However, functionalities and activities that are needed highly dependent on the business 

needs and manufacturing set-up. The MESA model provides 11 general functionality categories of a MOM 

domain, within which the business-specific business requirements can be categorized, providing the 

potential vendor or developer with the long-term scope of the desired MOM system. However, not all are 

relevant or prioritized for the specific implementation project, and often are only the most critical 

requirements chosen as the scope for an initial implementation project. [14] 

Nonetheless, the long-term MOM needs might affect the choice of system vendor. Hence, when scoping 

out the desired functionalities, it is important to specify both the short term and long-term needs. Even 

though a certain functionality might not be of importance for the company in the short term, the system 

set-up and vendor selection should ensure these requirements are or can be covered by the system in the 

long term. This approach will reduce the risk of having an MES landscape that is patched up by different 

packages and modules from different vendors and developers. At the same time, it is important to not focus 

on many efforts into describing functionality requirements that are not fully defined and may change before 

they are implemented in the system. [4] 

Even though a lot of the business requirements of the MES can be directly related to the business needs 

and production system, it is easy to oversee functionalities that are not obvious. A method of success to 

gather all functional needs of the MES is to perform interviews with all stakeholders interacting with the 

system. To avoid confusion, it is important that these requirements are logged within the categories. [4] 

7.2.2 MES Requirements Prioritization 
The overall business needs of the MES system is now defined and scoped out based on business needs and 

manufacturing set-up. However, it is shown that a key for a successful MES implementation, is to have a 

“module-by-module” approach, meaning that not the entire system scope is implemented “all-at-once”.  

Another critical success factor identified for MES implementation projects is that the strategic initiative of 

the implementation is clearly communicated to all stakeholders. An effective way to reach this is to find a 
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critical problem or pain point existing on the shop floor to define which functions the MES implementation 

should include. [22]  In addition, a critical functionality might also originate from the overall business needs. 

Hence, the priority process must consider both aspects.  

By prioritizing the functionalities based on the business needs and critical process pain points will enable 

the company to define the scope for the different implementations. The defined functionality scope of the 

implementation will be contained within the scope of the desired MOM system, which is contained within 

the general MES functionality scope defined by MESA. This is illustrated in figure 17 below. The defined 

scope of each implementation will then be further analyzed in the following chapters. 

 

Figure 17: Euler diagram of the MES scope levels for a specific enterprise unit 

The method chosen to prioritize the scope is MoSCoW, which is described in chapter 6.4. A template 

MoSCoW prioritization form can be found in Appendix I.  Applying this method will result in a granular 

view of the functionality scope of the entire MES. Enabling the vendor or developer to identify key 

functionalities and provide information on their off-the-shelf product compliance. This will facilitate the 

company’s vendor selection process as well as define a timeline for implementation projects for the MES 

modules.  

 

7.3 Step 3: Specific Business Area Analysis 
MES as a whole is defined as a complex system, and there are several critical factors deciding whether the 

implementation of an MES will be successful or not. Due to the complexity of the system, it is not 

recommended to implement an MES system in an “all-at-once” approach. On the contrary, it is shown that 

one of the most critical success factors of an MES system implementation is the spread-out knowledge 

about the underlying strategic initiative. An effective way to reach this is to find a critical problem or pain 

point existing on the shop floor to define which functions the MES implementation should include. [22]  

To enable the company to solve the identified pain points or business needs, the problem and solutions 

space of which the MES module will act has to be further defined. Hence, the functionality is evaluated by 

performing and current and future state analysis. Additionally, the current IT landscape surrounding the 

system needs to be identified and analyzed to enable the full integration of the MES function.  
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Figure 18: Sub-activities of step 3 in the proposed methodology, including adopted ISA 95 models and analysis methods. 

7.3.1 Problem Space Definition 
Clearly defining the issue or opportunity the company is facing will provide insights into the issue that will 

be used to identify the requirements that need to be fulfilled and use cases that need to be addressed by the 

system. This is made by a current analysis where the current processes (if they exist) are presented in a 

standardized way. How the current state is presented depends on the process of interest. If the process is 

simple, including few resources the process can be described in a flow diagram or textual form.  If, on the 

other hand, it is more complex involving multiple resources are additional diagrams and flows might be 

needed to present the process. Hence, the choice of presentation is of less importance, as long as the 

processes are clearly described and that it is clear what the pain points of the current state are.  

7.3.2 Solution Space Definition  
To enable the understanding of what value the implementation of the MES will bring and what functionality 

is required from the system, the desired future state within the defined space is identified. This is done by a 

suture state analysis and preferably presented in the same format as the As-Is analysis, to enable a cross-

comparison which will give a clear indication of the gaps between the two.  

7.3.3 Current IT-Architecture Analysis 
After the specific functionalities of the implementation has been defined and the solution space is identified, 

the current IT-landscape related to space needs to be identified. Hence, the required system integrations can 

be defined. Determining what other information systems that are used in the enterprise is vital in an 

implementation project, both to enable the full functionality of an MES system and to facilitate the 

integration into the full enterprise IT architecture. The main system categories that need to be evaluated are 

Business systems (e.g. ERP system), PLM systems, Manufacturing control systems, and additional MOM 

information systems.  

In addition, if the already existing systems do not compile with the ISA-95 standard, mapping out their roles 

and functionalities will enable the user to see what functionalities the current systems are already partly or 

fully fulfilling, as well as what data is collected and can be utilized by in the desired functionalities of the 

MES module implementation. 
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7.4 Step 4: System Requirements Definition  
From the stakeholder needs and requirements analysis presented in the previous chapter the functional and 

system integration requirements can easily be identified. However, to enable a successful system to design 

this requirement has to be defined and described in a clear and standardized way. The objective of having 

clearly stated requirements is to facilitate the vendor or developer’s understanding of the company's needs 

as well as enable the company to trace their requirements through the implementation project.  

 

Figure 19: Sub-activities of step 4 in the proposed methodology, including adopted ISA 95 models and analysis methods. 

7.4.1 Functional Requirements Definition 
Based on the identified solution space of the implementation scope, the key functional requirements can be 

identified. A widely accepted method of presenting requirements is through RTM (requirement traceability 

matrix). This method will give the user a good tool to track initial requirements both through vendor 

selection and system development. The identified functional requirements should be divided by the activity 

group, defined by ISA-95, that they belong to. To get an overview of the requirements they should be 

associated with the business needs identified as the most critical in step 2 of the methodology. In addition, 

with a basis in best practices for requirement traceability matrix, each functional requirement has related use 

cases that should be fulfilled to meet the overall functional requirement. These use cases are prioritized 

using the Moscow analysis method to enable the vendor or developer to get an understanding of what 

functionalities are deal breakers and which are nice-to-have features.  

7.4.2 System Integration Requirements Definition 
With the help of the ISA 95 scheduling and control hierarchy and categories of information exchange 

models an overview of the information that in general should be transferred between the systems is defined. 

However, for each implementation, the information within these categories for the specific MES 

functionality will have to be identified. The data is highly dependent on the company’s overall It-landscape 

and will need a detailed investigation with all stakeholders involved. This process of defining the information 

exchange and other integration requirements is commonly defined before any implementation project is 

commenced. However, as the system implementation is initiated the integration requirements must be 

further broken down and adjusted. [23] 
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8 Application of Methodology on a Discrete Manufacturing 

Production Line 
To verify the methodology of making an initial assessment of an MES system with the methodology 

described in chapter 7, the methodology is applied to a real-life production line. Due to confidentiality the 

processes and components of the products will be described in general terms, and the numbers used are not 

based on real data. The study will be applied to a discrete assembly line of a battery system manufacturer.  

 

8.1 Step 1: Business & mission analysis  
The following chapter will perform include the initial processes defined by the methodology, including 

business analysis, an enterprise structure definition, and a production system definition. 

8.1.1  Business Analysis 
Being a company acting in the Lithium-ion battery market, there are several regulations that the company 

needs to comply with. The work of doing so needs to be addressed through the entire value chain from 

product design and supplier selection through the production cycle to transportation, instructions for the 

end customer and aftermarket activities. The strict regulations on quality and traceability are forcing the 

company to ensure that information that is typically kept within the manufacturing system to be shared with 

other parts of the enterprise.  

8.1.2  Enterprise Structure Definition  
The equipment hierarchy model from ISA 95 part 3 was applied to the enterprise, where the white blocks 

in figure 20 represent the site, area and production line on which the MES evaluation is conducted.  

 

Figure 20: Equipment hierarchy model of Northvolt's battery module production line. 

8.1.3  Production System Definition  
Factory A is at the beginning of the industrialization process. Hence, the structure, processes, and set-up of 

the production are constantly under development and improvement. Production lie 1A is a discrete assembly 

line with 8 stations in sequence and 15 stations in total. An illustration of the layout can be found in 

Appendix IV.  Today, most of the processes are manual. However, the development projects are moving 

towards a more automated production, thence the MES solution should enable both manual and automatic 
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inputs. The production structure of production line 1A is planned to be a pull system with corresponding 

control systems, such as Kanban and constant work-in-progress (CONWIP).  

 

8.2 Step 2: Stakeholder Requirement Definition 
With results from interviews with the main stakeholders at the company in combination with the general 

business needs the overall MES business requirements could be identified. The list of the required MES can 

be found in Appendix II.  

By applying the MoSCoW analysis based on business needs, enterprise structure and manufacturing set-up 

the business requirements could be categorized into one of the four categories (M) must-have functionality, 

(S) should have functionality, (C) could have functionality and (W) Won’t have functionality. The results of 

the evaluation can be found in Appendix III. Furthermore, to enable regulatory compliance the company is 

forced to implement product genealogy, which today is a manual process.  

With a production plant localized in another country also emphasizes the need for the ability to track 

production from a different location. Hence, the ability to access production data in real-time or generate 

production reports frequently is highly prioritized. 

Based on the analysis made the most critical business requirement is the functionality of product traceability 

and genealogy.  

8.3 Step 3: Specific MES Function Analysis 
The highest priority in terms of MES functionalities was determined to be the traceability and genealogy of 

products. Meaning that the product's journey can be traced back through production, including what 

material is building up the product, which stations the product passed at what time and what tests results 

were recorded and what quality checks it passed. 

8.3.1  Problem Space Definition 
The functionality of building product genealogy and traceability lies within the activity domain production 

tracking in the ISA 95 production operations management activity model. Today, this functionality is partly 

fulfilled through a manual system that contains the ISA-95 activity groups production data collection and 

production tracking. The current state processes of the two activity groups are described below. 

8.3.1.1 Production data collection 

The operator at the first station receives a product label and a work order from the manufacturing 

supervisor, which in turn is generated from the ERP system. He initiates the production by noting down 

the product ID and the timestamp of production start on the product tracking sheet. While critical materials 

or components are added to the work in progress the operator notes down their serial or batch number on 

the product tracking sheet that travels with the product through production. Additionally, when tests are 

performed or visual controls are executed, the operator checks them off or notes down the results. This 

process is performed at all stations and step-by-step builds up the product genealogy and traceability data 

from production. When the product has completed the timestamp of completion is noted on the sheet. 

The current process of collecting data is illustrated in figure 21 by an example of the activities performed 

and the interactions with the data sheets at the first and last station in the production line.  It can be noted 

that the number of times the operator must note down results, serial numbers or checks is up to 9 times on 

1 station, leading to a lot of interactions through the production line. As the product becomes more 

established the criticality in assuring product quality increases. Hence, the number of components that will 

be defined as “critical” will increase which will lead to more lot or serial tracking of material.  

8.3.1.2 Production tracking 

At the end of each shift, the production supervisor inspects the products and signs of the product tracking 

sheet if the product passes the inspection. Thereafter the supervisor logs the product serial and any 
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deviations in an excel tracking sheet, where all the products serial numbers are logged, enabling an overview 

of the produced products. Due to the low production volume, this system is still manageable. However, 

even though the data collected is accessible for other departments, from the excel sheet the relevant 

genealogy data is not available. Hence, a person that needs that information is required to go through the 

physical paper logs from production to access the data. This makes a data silo that is in practice only 

accessible for the team working close to the production. 

 

 

Figure 21: Sequence diagram of the current state of traceability and genealogy data collection. 

8.3.2 Solution Space Definition 
The key objectives of improving the current state of traceability & genealogy are to (1) making the 

process of collecting genealogy and traceability data from production more efficient, (2) break down the 

genealogy and traceability data silo and, (3) expand the traceability data related to product journey. 

Additionally, the future state will utilize the data collected to enable the overall production tracking to 

be improved as well as support functions for production execution management. By expanding the data 

collection to include equipment status data will also enable production performance analysis.  

The future state of the process will be a semi-automated process that will include the activity groups 

production data collection, production execution management, production tracking, and production 

performance analysis. The activities of the future state process will be further described in the chapters 

below.   
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8.3.2.1 Production Data Collection 

To reduce the efforts related to collecting data from the manual assembly line the data collection will be 

semi-automated, by introducing hardware for scanning and detecting product serial and material lot or 

serial numbers. Test data from connected test equipment will be automatically collected, and for non-

connected equipment, the test data will be manually entered on a tablet by the operator. By introducing 

an automated detection of the product serial in the stations and correlate the time data of the entry and 

exit event to the product serial, the product journey will be logged in more detail. Additionally, it will 

enable re-entries and exits to a station to be logged automatically. Additionally, by extracting data 

collected by machines in the production line, the process data such as recipes, failures, etc. will be 

collected, further expanding the process of specific data related to the product. figure 22 illustrates a 

simplified example of station transactions and related data collected from the data storage. The amount 

of data collected has increased, however, the operator interactions are both fewer and less time 

consuming than at the current state. In addition, the data collected is directly in a digital format, 

simplifying the future processing of the data.   
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Figure 22: Sequence diagram of the future state of traceability and genealogy data collection process. 

8.3.2.2 Production Execution Management 

Extracting data from production in real-time will not only provide valuable information for analytical and 

traceability purposes. The data can provide valuable information to the activity group production execution. 

For example, by preventing operators to register a product as passed in a station if it did not fulfill the 

logically defined requirements of that station. These requirements could be a pre-defined test value or a 

specified number of components registered. Hence, reducing the risk of mistakes in production. 

Additionally, the data collected could identify equipment status such as station status, which in turn can be 

utilized to initiate execution by providing operators with start signals.  
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8.3.2.3 Production Tracking 

 

Figure 23: Data flow diagram of production tracking data collected from the module production line. 

8.3.2.4 Production performance analysis 

The production performance analysis activities can utilize the data collected for genealogy and traceability 

purposes by gathering information from both the production tracking activities, production data collection 

activities, level 2 activities which are illustrated in figure 23. From the pre-defined KPIs provided by 

production definition management and the target values for these KPIs, the performance of production can 

be calculated and reported back to the interested stakeholder. 

8.3.3 Current IT-architecture 
The company is a startup company that started its production this year and the current IT-architecture is 

very limited. However, an ERP system was recently implemented supporting the central enterprise activities. 

At this point, the integration between the systems will be very small and mainly focused on the critical 

integrations, which will be to correlate the production order to the end-product. Today the production 

volumes are low. Hence, the integration will initially be a manual process. 

 

8.4 System requirement definition 
In this chapter, the process of identifying requirements will, based on the analysis performed, be broken 

down further. Additionally, the final requirements will be specified in a standardized way  
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8.4.1 Functional requirements 
The functional requirements are identified from the as-is and to-be analysis performed in the previous 

chapter. To further expand the details of the requirements, use cases for each functional requirement was 

identified. The RTM of the functional requirements with the corresponding MoSCoW category can be 

found in Appendix 3.  

8.4.2 System integration requirements 
As a start-up, the company is still missing a fully defined IT-landscape and processes related to traceability 

and genealogy. Hence, the process of identifying the integration requirements is complex and will have to 

be adopted over time as company standards are set.  However, the different stakeholders other than the 

manufacturing department, of traceability and genealogy data can be identified as the customer and after-

market department. By analyzing these stakeholders' needs and processes related to the traceability and 

genealogy data will pinpoint how the data will be used and modified.   

The company’s products are serviceable products with different levels of the serviceable unit. Hence, 

aftermarket services will be performed on the products. These services can include both hardware and 

software updates meaning that to keep the traceability and genealogy data accurate integration between the 

aftermarket system and the traceability and genealogy database is required.   

On the customer's side, the traceability and genealogy data serve as a quality assurance for the customer 

who through the product life cycle always can access the up to date information on the product including 

material data such as component serials and transactional data such as quality controls performed. Due to 

the integration with the aftermarket system, this data will also include all material changes and services 

performed on the product.   
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9 Discussion 
The discussion is divided into three parts where the first part aims to identify and evaluate the results from 

the study performed at a discrete assembly line. The second part will evaluate the methodology as a whole, 

while the last part briefly discusses the standards used to build the methodology.   

9.1 Study Results 
Following the 4 main steps of the methodology has resulted in the information required to build a URS for 

the specific functionality of traceability and genealogy. The first process step generated a basic description 

of the company by presenting general business needs, generating information on the enterprise structure as 

an equipment hierarchy model and presenting the current production system of the process segment of 

interest. The second step of the process identified long term business needs in terms of MES functionalities 

and identified key functionalities from the identified business drivers. For the specific functionality of 

genealogy and traceability, the third process step generated a clear overview of the activities performed 

within each activity group related to the specific MES function. Finally, the fourth step of the process 

resulted in a presentation of the functional requirements in the form of an RTM and integration 

requirements that will enable the company to evaluate vendor's ability to meet requirements as well as track 

their requirements through design and implementation. 

The results generated from the study are including the critical parts of a recommended URS for MES and 

are formatted in a standardized way. They bring value for the specific business functionality of traceability 

and genealogy. However, to make any informed decisions the long-term IT-landscape has to be considered 

and the company would need to expand the specific implementation assessment to additional functionalities. 

Hence, the results can be seen as a part of a much larger URS document, and an initial functionality 

assessment that needs to be repeated for all “Must have” MES functionalities. 

Because the company is a startup without a fully defined IT-landscape, the integration requirements are in 

this stage limited. However, as the architecture is built up these requirements will expand and be further 

detailed. In the methodology, the complexity of this process is not highlighted enough and to enable an 

accurate evaluation this process has to be further broken down and defined. 

9.2 Methodology Evaluation 
In general, the methodology provides a logical evaluation process flow that simplifies the assessment 

sequence. The correlated models and analysis methods for each step enable the user to use standardized 

ways of evaluation and presentation of results. However, it also limits the process and may lead to systematic 

errors. In the study, the developer of the methodology was also the one applying it, which reduces the 

potential interpretation errors that may occur when adopting the methodology. Hence, additional iterations 

of applying and critically evaluate the results of the methodology in full must be performed. Furthermore, 

comparisons between different methods of and result from initial assessment processes of MES 

requirements should be compared in order to determine advantages and disadvantages with the 

methodology. To verify the methodology additional studies of adoption must be performed and 

investigated.  

The methodology is not identifying which stakeholder should be involved in each process of the assessment. 

On one hand, including this information would simplify the progress and planning of the evaluation. On 

the other hand, the stakeholders needed for each process will vary among different businesses. Hence, to 

keep the methodology general, this information should not be included 

The methodology is lacking proper tools to make any integration requirements specification, which is a 

crucial part of any software implementation project. Hence, the additional effort has to be made to develop 

the methodology further.  

As mentioned in the previous paragraph, the resulting requirement specification generated through the 

methodology is covering all categories defined in the URS for an MES implementation. However, the level 
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of detail of the information and the resulting structure is not verified. Hence, additional evaluation including 

vendor feedback is required to further validate the methodology.   

9.3 Standards Evaluation 
The standards adopted in the methodology are MESA 11, ISA 95 part 1 and 3 and Iso/IEC. All standards 

are well established with a high level of acceptance in the industry. However, combining the standards for 

the purpose of making an MES need assessment has not been researched before. From building the 

methodology the feasibility of the ISO/IES was questioned due to the fact that not all processes could be 

applied in the order suggested. On the other hand, may this rather be a result of the way the methodology 

is built up with an initial step focusing on general assessment while the second part is focusing on a specific 

implementation, rather than the fact that the standard is not applicable for an MES implementation.   

The ISA 95 standard is highly adopted in the methodology providing the framework for the evaluation. 

Hence, the interpretation of the standard will highly affect the outcome. To avoid misinterpretation a 

company using the standard should put effort into aligning the stakeholder working with the standard to 

ensure a common understanding of the standard Is in place before adoption.   
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10 Conclusion 
Research within the area of adopting the models provided by the industry-standards of MES is very 

limited. The methodology presented in this project provides a framework for identifying and evaluating 

the business needs of an MES. In addition, the logic behind the methodology is based on best practice 

of MES requirements specifications, in terms of both information and format. Hence, the results from 

the methodology can be directly used to initiate or outsource an MES implementation project. The 

information generated from the methodology is:  

• Enterprise overview in the format of an equipment hierarchy model  

• General MES business requirements with assigned priorities  

• As-it and to-be analysis of the implementation scope  

• An RTM of the implementation scope  

• Overview of the integration requirements of the implementation  

The results listed above can both serve either as a basis and requirements traceability for a system 

implementation project or as part of an enterprise definition of an enterprise and IT structure. The results 

from the study presented in this report were limited to one production line. Hence, additional work is 

required in order to secure all required data before an implementation project is initiated.  

The methodology is providing a logic activity flow to identify MES needs and define requirements. 

Additional studies with external parties and on different objects must be performed to enable evaluation of 

the quality of the methodology and ensure consistent results. Furthermore, it is not in scope of this project 

to make comparisons and detailed evaluations the different industry-standards covering MES system 

functionalities. Hence, the quality of the standards, will need further critical evaluation, to ensure the quality 

of the methodology itself.  
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11 Future Work 
The next step in the methodology development should be to further evaluate how to identify the 

integration requirements. In the current methodology, a lot of integration needs are identified in the to-

be analysis performed. However, these are only the requirements related to production operations 

management, as this was the activity group of interest in this study. Any processes on how to identify 

additional aspects such as integration with a quality management system are not presented in the 

methodology. This is an area in which additional research has to be performed.   

To be able to make a proper evaluation of the methodology additional studies must be performed, 

including studies on companies at different stages of maturity and functionality needs. Furthermore, the 

usability of the methodology should be evaluated by letting company representatives use the 

methodology to identify their specific needs, after which their thought and perspectives should be noted.   

The quality of the information generated with the methodology should be examined by letting MES 

vendors give feedback on what information may be redundant and what information may be missing, 

which will affect the structure of the methodology.  

In addition, the standards used should be evaluated further by comparing results from methodologies 

using other standards or methods.   
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Appendices 

Appendix I: MES business requirements template 
Req # Function Priority Degree of compliance 
  

M = Must have 
S = Should have 
C = Could have 
W = Won't have 
(for the time 
being) 

Meets in 
all respects 

  Does not 
have this 
capability 

5 4 3 2 1 0 

Product tracking & genealogy 

BR_1 Product genealogy  
     

  

BR_2 Supplier traceability  
     

  
 

  
     

  

Data collection acquisition 

BR_4 Test result data collection  
     

  

BR_5 Machine state data collection  
     

  
 

  
     

  

Resource allocation & status 

   
     

  

   
     

  

   
     

  

Performance analysis 

   
     

  

   
     

  

   
     

  

Process management 

   
     

  

   
     

  

   
     

  

Quality management 

   
     

  

   
     

  

   
     

  

         

Labor management 

          

          

         

         

Dispatching production units 
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Detailed scheduling 

          

         

         

Maintenance management 

          

          

          

Document control 
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Appendix II: Identified business MES requirements including MoSCoW 

priorities  
 

The content of this appendix is confidential and is excluded from this report 
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Appendix III: Requirement traceability matrix of functional requirements 

with related use cases 
 

The content of this appendix is confidential and is excluded from this report 
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Appendix IV: Module production, simplified line layout 
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